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Introduction: 
The study of the interactions of two heavy ions has been a subject of 
growing interest in nuclear physics for many decades. Nuclear reaction is 
said to occur when an energetic projectile comes close enough to a target 
nucleus with in the range of nuclear forces, leading to the emission of 
nucleons, heavy ions and/or electromagnetic radiations. In the nuclear 
reaction one has the information of the process before and after the 
reaction has taken place. From the point of view of nuclear reactions, a 
heavy ion is defined to be any projectile with A>4. The complex nature of 
projectile makes it possible that a variety of reactions may occur and also 
when the projectile fuses with the target nucleus, creating a composite 
system, has the special features of the heavy-ion reaction due to the large 
angular momentum carried in by the projectile to the target. 
The strong coupling model of Bohr [1] suggests that when an 
energetic projectile interacts with a nucleus, its energy is dissipated 
through out the nucleus and its direction of motion violently changed, its 
identity may be said to become lost. Later, one of the nucleons or a small 
group of them, by statistical fluctuations, may find itself at the surface with 
enough energy to escape. If this process takes too long, the excited nucleus 
may decay by gamma emission. A compound nucleus is formed; whose 
dominant feature is thus its mean life. This implies that the mode of decay 
does not depend on the mode of formation. That is, the decaying nucleus 
forgets how it was formed. Hence, a compound nucleus, once formed can 
decay in a number of different ways, each with its own intrinsic 
probability. It is important to note that compound reaction mechanism is 
generally valid at lower excitation energies. 
Semi-classical description of heavy ion reaction: 
At low energies two heavy ions interact only through their Coulomb 
fields and can scatter elastically or in-elastically with Coulomb excitation. 
Nuclear reactions can only takes place if the two heavy ion energy in 
centre-of-mass system, Ecm is high enough to over come the Coulomb 
h barrier and the associated de-Broglie wave length, X = , is much 
less than nuclear dimension. In such cases, the interactions show semi-
classical features and hence could consider the ions moving along their 
classical orbits. This nature of heavy ion interactions make it possible to 
give an overall description in terms of minimal distance between the two 
ions, r,r,in which is related to impact parameter, b by the relation [2], 
b 
V /E 
V / cm 
where, V(rmin) is nuclear potential acting between the two ions. 
Even though such a description is only qualitative and a full 
treatment must take into account the quantum mechanical nature of the 
process, it is possible to distinguish into four regions where the different 
reaction mechanisms predominant as the minimal distance between the two 
ions or impact parameter varies, 
1. Fusion region ( 0 < rmi„ <RF) 
2. Deep inelastic and Incomplete fusion region {Rp < r^m < RDIC ) 
3. Peripheral region {RDIC < m^/« < ^A' ) 
4. Coulomb region {rmi„ > RN ) 
where, 
Rr^].0(A/''+A2"') 
RN is the distance above which nuclear interactions are negligible. 
The ion orbits corresponding to these regions are schematically shown 
in Figure 1.1 [2]. 
Elastic Scattering 
/direct reactions 
Peripheral Collisions 
Grazing Collisions 
Distant Collisions 
Elastic (Rutherford) Scattering 
/Coulomb Excitation 
Fig. 1.1: Classical picture of heavy ion interactions showing the 
trajectories corresponding to close, grazing, peripheral and distant 
collisions. 
In peripheral region, the ions brush past each other. Here, we have 
the process of transfer of one or a few nucleons from one ion to other 
through elastic and inelastic scattering. These interactions can be analysed 
by the same formalism that has been developed for the corresponding 
reactions with light projectiles, where we calculate the complex optical 
model potentials. This potential can be used to calculate the differential 
cross section for elastic scattering of nucleons by nuclei using quantum 
mechanical scattering formalism. 
In complete fusion region, the two ion interaction leads to the 
formation of a composite nucleus which initially is far from statistical 
equilibrium. This eventually leads to a compound nucleus in statistical 
equilibrium. But before reaching the equilibrium, a considerable fraction of 
excitation energy may be carried off by fast particles or clusters of particles 
with energy greater than the average thermal energy. The importance of 
these pre-equilibrium emissions increases with the two ion relative energy. 
The amount of pre-equilibrium emissions and the energy distribution of the 
emitted particles depend on the mean field acting between the two ions, 
type of the interacting ions and on the competition between the emissions 
of particles into the continuum. Once the compound nucleus is formed, its 
angular momentum may be so high that it is unstable towards fission into 
two fragments. 
In the deep inelastic and incomplete fusion region, the overlap of the 
ions is much less than in the case of fusion, but it is sufficient to allow a 
strong interaction between the two ions, which transforms a sizeable 
fraction of kinetic energy into internal excitation energy. This occurs by a 
process called deep inelastic collision in which the two ions form a di-
nuclear system which lasts for some time. Though there is a substantial 
energy transfer, only a few nucleons are transferred from one to the other. 
The di-nuclear system breaks into two fragments which are similar to the 
projectile like and target like fragments. Here another process may occur in 
case of light projects; incomplete fusion reaction in which the projectile 
breaks up into two fragments, one of which fuses with the target and the 
other moves almost undisturbed. 
Finally, in the Coulomb region the nuclear interaction between the 
two ions is negligible, but they still interact via Coulomb excitation. In this 
process Coulomb potential (Vc) and centrifugal potential (Vcem) are 
important. 
The dependence of the reaction probability for different types of 
collisions on the impact parameter can be converted into dependence on 
the driving input angular momentum by the classical relation [2], 
Hr= juvb = pb = irkb 
where // is the two-ion reduced mass, v and p are the two-ion relative 
velocity and momentum respectively. Approximate expression for the 
reaction cross-section in different regions is given by. 
/ = /,>! 
C7,==^X(2/ -^W (1.2) 
1^ 1=1, 
where, Ti is the transmission coefficient for a particular / value. 
T/ ~ 1 for / < /max and / = 1,2,3,4 corresponds to fusion, deep inelastic or 
breakup fusion, peripheral and coulomb reactions respectively. 
The total reaction cross-section is obtained as, 
00 
/ = 0 
In higher energy region the maximum angular momentum to fuse is 
referred as the critical angular momentum (/crit), then the total cross-section 
takes the form. 
I (2/+1)7; 
1=1. 
As Ti decreases only for grazing waves close to /max, we can take 7/ ~ 1 for 
all values between 0 to 4„,. Thus we obtain the expression 
71 (4.7+1) «;z' —/,,, k k 
Now, the expressions for deep inelastic collision and fusion are expressed 
as, 
'DIC~ i2^^DIC ^F) (1.3) 
^ /2 
and ^ F = ^ V (1.4) 
A qualitative picture of reaction probability as a function of entrance 
channel angular momentum for the different types of collision discussed 
earlier is given in figure 1.2. 
The area under the curve gives the reaction cross-section for 
compound nucleus formation, deep inelastic collision and direct reactions. 
Different regions are overlapping in different /-values. At present, it is not 
clear how large the overlapping regions are for an individual mode of 
reaction. Also different modes of reactions can be understood on the basis 
of contact duration of projectile and target nuclei, depending upon the 
relative velocity of projectile. For large time of contact, formation of 
compound nucleus is more likely to takes place and for small time of 
contact, other reactions are followed. 
The effective potential acting between the two ions is assumed to be 
a complex one-body potential, the real part of it describes the refraction of 
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Fig. 1.2: A schematic picture of the contribution of different partial 
waves to reaction cross-section for a collision between two heavy ions. 
the incident particle by the nucleus and the imaginary part describes the 
absorption by all non-elastic interactions. Hence, let us consider only the 
real part, which consists of three terms; Coulomb potential, nuclear 
potential and centrifugal potential. 
The effective potential between two interacting ions is given by the 
relation [2,3], 
F,(r) = F , ( r ) + F „ ( r ) + K„„,(r) (,.5) 
where, V^{r) is the repulsive coulomb potential, V„{r) is the nuclear 
potential between two interacting ions and K„„,(/') is the centrifugal 
potential, all of them are functions of relative separation, r between the 
interacting ions. 
The repulsive coulomb potential V^{r) is given by, 
2 
VX&-
VXr) = 
J. ZL/ p /^ T-" fc' 
4;r^ Q r 
J. Z^ p^-i -r^ 
r>R (1.6) 
f , 2 ^ 
^7l£. IR Rl 
(1.7) r<i?^ 
' 0 ^ - " V V •**•£ J 
where Z;^  and Z^ are the atomic numbers of the projectile and the target 
nuclei respectively, e is the charge of electron and Re is radius of target 
nucleus (assuming spherical). 
The attractive nuclear potential may be taken as Saxon-Woods form, 
given by, 
Kir)- V,. 
1 + exp h-R"^ 
(1.8) 
\ a ) 
where, VQ is the depth of potential, a is the diffusion parameter and R is the 
separation between the two ions when they are just touching with each 
other, given by the relation. 
i? = r. A'^'+Af r^=\32fm 
The repulsive centrifugal potential is given by, 
where, // is the reduced mass of the projectile and target ions and / is the 
relative angular momentum of the nuclei. 
A plot of effective potential as the function of separation between 
the ions for the system '^0 + '''^ Lii for different / values is shown in Fig. 
1.3. It is found that for smaller angular momentum, there is a pocket in the 
potential which disappears with increase in /. Fusion reaction can be 
explained by considering the behaviour of potential. Fusion between two 
heavy ions may only occur for those partial waves which allow the two 
ions to come sufficiently near to get trapped in the pocket. If not, the two 
ions are reflected backward and do not fuse. The figure shows that fusion 
may occur only up to a critical angular momentum. However, heavy ion 
induced reactions at energies near and above the fusion barrier is well 
established. The most dominating processes in these energies are: 
a) Complete Fusion reaction 
b) Incomplete Fusion reaction 
Complete Fusion (CF); 
In CF reaction, a composite system is formed by amalgamation of 
projectile and target nucleus, which leads to the formation of fully 
equilibrated compound nucleus. For the formation of compound nucleus 
several conditions must be full filled, 
1. The projectile energy must be sufficient enough to overcome the 
fusion barrier of the projectile-target system. 
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Fig. 1.3: Plot of effective potential for the system 
I6Q ^ 175^ fQj. different /- values. 
2. The projectile and target should have maximum mass overlap for 
amalgamation to occur. 
3. The compound cannot be formed if the entrance channel introduces 
more input angular momentum than the composite system can 
sustain. Also the entrance channel angular momentum should be less 
than or equal to lent, the upper limit of sustainable angular 
momentum. 
In such cases, the attractive potential overcomes the sum of the 
repulsive Coulomb and centrifugal potentials during the projectile-target 
interaction. After the absorption of projectile by target nucleus, nucleons of 
both the target and projectile loose their individual and collective 
characteristics and show new characteristics in a single potential and 
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leading to the formation of the composite system. The CF reaction are said 
to occur probably at zero or small values of impact parameters and for the 
input angular momentum range 0 < / < Icru- Also for CF, the total linear 
momentum of the projectile is given to the composite system. The mass of 
the composite system is nearly equal to the sum of the projectile and target 
nucleus masses. The kinetic energy of the projectile is converted into the 
excitation energy of the compound nucleus. The compound nucleus thus 
formed de-excites by the evaporation of light nuclear particles along with 
characteristic gamma radiations. These gamma radiations are analyzed to 
identify the evaporation residues 
Formation of CN" 
Projectile (P) Target (T) Capture 
(P + T) 
"sec ^ 
lO^^sec 
lO^sec 
Final Reaction product 
Fig. 1.4: A typical representation of compound nucleus formation 
and its decay via CF process. 
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Incomplete Fusion (ICF): 
Here the projectile breaks up into two fragments, one of which fuses 
with the target and other moves as spectator in forward direction with 
almost same velocity as that of projectile [4]. In this case, we have a partial 
linear momentum transfer from projectile to target nucleus. Under the 
influence of centrifugal force field, the driving angular momentum exceeds 
the critical limit and hence nuclear potential not so strong to capture entire 
projectile by the target nucleus. Hence, no fusion can occur unless a part of 
projectile is emitted to release excess driving angular momentum. 
Eventually, an incompletely fused composite system appears with less 
charge and mass as that of CF population. In case of ICF, mostly alpha 
particles or clusters of alpha particles, depending on the incident ion, 
escape as unfused spectator. 
Formation of IFC = CN' 
i j %^ ^ 
Projectile (P) Target (T) Capture 
(P'+T) 
Decay of CN' 
Fig. 1.5: A typical representation of ICF process. 
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Characteristics of incomplete fusion: 
1. ICF process mainly occur for the /-vales above the kr 
2. Fused system has less mass and charge as compared to the total mass 
and charge of interacting particles. 
3. The contribution of ICF found to increase with projectile energy. 
4. Forward recoil velocity of the reaction products formed via ICF has 
been observed to be less than those populated via CF. 
5. ICF has been observed to be more prominent for relatively more mass 
asymmetric system. 
The study of heavy ion induced reactions plays a m.ajor role in 
understanding of the decay of excited nuclei and reaction dynamics. 
Incomplete fusion in heavy ion induced reaction has become a topic of 
interest after the observation of significant ICF contribution at energies 
near and just above the fusion barrier. Recently greater efforts were made 
to study the significance of ICF processes at energies in the range 4-10 
MeV/nucleon [5-10], where only CF process is expected to be dominant. 
The first evidence of ICF process was given by Britt and Quinton [11], 
who observed the break-up of the incident projectiles like '^C, ' V and '^ O 
into alpha clusters in an interaction with the surface of the target nucleus at 
~ 10.5 MeV/nucleon bombarding energies. Subsequently, Galin et al.[\2] 
also observed the break-up of projectile and termed such reactions, leading 
to the emission of "fasf alpha particles, as 'ICF reaction' or 'break-up 
fusion reaction'. Later on, study by Inamura et al. [13] provided more 
strength to the ICF dynamics. To explain ICF mechanism, several 
theoretical models have been proposed, viz; Sum-rule model of Wilczynski 
et al. [14], Break-up fusion model [15] of Udagawa and Tamura, Promptly 
14 
Emitted Particles (PEP) model [16] and Hot Spot model [17] etc. 
Unfortunately, all these models are applicable only if the beam energy is 
above 10 MeV/nucleon and no model exists so far which may reproduce 
the experimental data successfully at energies below 8 MeV/nucleon. 
The experiment has been performed at Inter-University Accelerator 
Centre (lUAC), New Delhi. 15UD Pelletron accelerator which has 
delivered the '^0-beam of energy 100 MeV, has been used. In present 
work, we have measured and analyzed the excitation functions of 
evaporation residues produced in '^ O + '^ ^Lu reactions at energies ranging 
from 4-6 MeV/nucleon. To best of our knowledge no earlier measurements 
are reported in the literature for this system. Fig. 1.6 shows the complete 
fusion of '^ O beam with '''^ Lu target. The incomplete fusion of fragments 
'^C, ^Be and ''He (of the projectile '^0) with the target '^'Lu are shown in 
Figs. 1.7- 1.9. The excitation functions for the following ten reactions are 
measured: '^'Lu ( '^ O, 5n ) '^ ^Au, '^ ^Lu ( '^O, p3n ) '^ "Pt, 
'^ ^Lu ( '^0, p4n ) '^ ^Pt, '^ ^Lu ( '^O, a ) '^ I^r, '^ ^Lu ( '^O, a3n ) ' % 
'^ ^Lu ( "^0, a4n) '^ I^r, '^ '^LU ( '^ O, ap5n ) '«'0s, ' "LU ('^O, 2an) '^ "Re, 
" 'LU ( ' 'O, 2a2n) '^'Re and '^ ^Lu (' 'O, 3an) "'"^Ta. 
The experimental details are described in Chapter 2. Description of 
the measured excitation functions is given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the 
Monte-Carlo simulation computer code PACE-2 [18] is described in brief 
and finally, in Chapter 5 a comparison of the measured excitation functions 
with the statistical model code PACE-2 code along with the results and 
discussions has been given. 
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fusion of fragment aC^ He) with '^ ""Lu. 
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Chapter 2 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2.1 Activation Technique 
Activation technique [1] is basically a method of measuring 
constituents in a given sample by measuring the characteristic radiation 
emitted by the radioactive nuclides resulting from selected nuclear 
transformation. The unique nuclear properties of each activation products 
provide a specific way for its identification and measurement. Activation 
technique is based on the formation of radioactive nuclides as a result of 
interaction between two nuclear particles. In this technique the sample is 
Irradiated in a fixed geometry by placing the target material of known 
thickness normal to the incident beam. After irradiation, several activities 
may be induced in the sample due to the different reactions taking place as 
a consequence of energetic beam interaction. The contribution of different 
isotopes may be separated on the basis of half-lives by following the 
activities for a considerably longer period and then analyzing the decay 
curves. A detector of high resolution and proper calibration is the essential 
tool for identification of the characteristic gamma rays of the produced 
radioactive residues. The activities induced in the target-catcher foil 
assembly are generally recorded by employing two methods, 
i) In-Beam measurement 
ii) Off-Beam measurement 
In the In-Beam measurements, the detection of induced activity is 
done simultaneously with the irradiation. The residual nuclei are identified 
by various methods either directly from the charge-to-mass ration or using 
coincidence technique in which particle-gamma or gamma-gamma 
21 
coincidence methods are employed. For In-beam measurements generally 
we make use of CPDA and/or GDA setup. 
In the Off-beam measurements, the measurement of the induced 
activity is done after the irradiation. As a result of this there possibility of 
the back ground in the gamma spectrum is small. For Off-beam 
measurements generally we make use of GPSC setup. 
Merits of activation technique: 
1. Provides the possibility of measuring the cross-sections for several 
reactions at different projectile energies in a single irradiation and 
hence the beam time requirements can be minimized. 
2. Errors in these measurements are supposed to be quite less since with 
the help of high resolution detectors we are possible to separate out 
different reaction products decaying by gamma rays of nearly same 
energies. 
Demerits: 
1. This method is limited for stable isotopes whose residual products are 
unstable and convenient half lives. 
2. The decay scheme of the residual nuclides must be known and well 
established. 
2.2 Sample preparation and target irradiation: 
Self-supporting natural target of '^ ^Lu (purity ~ 97.4 %) is prepared 
by rolling technique. In this technique, '^ ^Lu target material was rolled by 
keeping it inside a folded stainless steel strip. This process of rolling was 
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repeated again and again to achieve desired thickness. Target of thickness 
ranging from 1.0 - 1.5 mg/cm^ was prepared. An accurate knowledge of 
the thickness of the target is necessary for the absolute measurement of 
cross-section of reaction products. The thickness of the target was 
determined by a-transmission method. This method is based on the 
measurement of the energy lost by a-particles of energy 5.487 MeV 
obtained from standard '^^ 'Am source while passing through the target 
material. The rolled target foil was then cut into size of 1.2 xl.2 cm^ and 
pasted on Al-target holders having concentric hole of 10 mm diameter. The 
aluminium target holders of same size were used to reproduce the target 
geometry and also for rapid dissipation of heat produced during irradiation. 
/ 
2 
'\I-catcher foils of thickness ranging from 1.5-2.0 mg/cm are placed 
after each target so that the recoil residues produced in the reaction may 
get trapped in the catcher foil thickness. The stacks along with the catcher 
foils were irradiated with '^ O beam for about 2 to 6 hours, keeping in view 
of the half-lives of the interest. Extra care was taken to keep the beam flux 
constant through out the irradiation. The beam current was calculated by 
total charge collected in the Faraday cup, placed behind the target-catcher 
assembly. The Aluminum foils not only serves as catcher foils but also as 
energy degraders, which helps to irradiate the targets with different 
energies in a single beam irradiation. The energy of '^0-ion beam on each 
foil was calculated from the energy degradation of initial beam energy 
using SRIM-8, based on the range-energy formulation [2]. Two stacks, 
each having four target foils are irradiated at energies 100 MeV and 95 
MeV by ^^0 beam having charge state 7"^  to cover the entire energy region. 
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The irradiation is carried out in General Purpose Scattering Chamber 
(GPSC) having in vacuum target transfer facility. 
175, Lu-Target 
16, 0-ion beam 
Faraday cup 
Al-catcher 
Fig. 2.1: Typical Target-catcher foils arrangement for the 
measurement of EFs. 
2.3 Energy calibration and efficiency of detector: 
In addition to the proper choice of the energy of the projectile and 
time of irradiation, we have to make use of a properly calibrated detector 
of high resolution to identify the characteristic gamma rays of radioactive 
residues. In the experiment, we made use of HPGe y-ray spectrometer of 
resolution ~ 2 keV for 1.33 MeV y-ray of "^Co having 100 cm^ active 
volume coupled to a PC through CAMAC based FREEDOM software [3]. 
The detector is calibrated using the gamma ray source Eu, of known 
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strength. The prominent gamma rays that are used in the caUbration are 
hsted in the Table 2.1. The characteristic gamma ray spectrum of '^ ^Eu is 
shown in Fig. 2.2. The efficiency of the HPGe detector is also determined 
by using the same Eu source. The variation of the efficiency with y-ray 
energy for detectors of same geometry is similar, while their absolute 
values differ. 
Table 2.1: Gamma rays and their absolute intensities 
in standard y-source of ^^ E^u 
S. No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
Gamma ray 
energy (keV) 
121.1 
244.7 
344.3 
411.1 
444.0 
778.9 
867.4 
964.0 
1085.8 
1089.8 
1112.1 
1213.0 
1408.0 
Absolute Intensity, 
e (%) 
28.6 
7.6 
26.5 
2.2 
2.8 
12.9 
4.2 
14.6 
10.2 
1.73 
13.6 
1.4 
21.0 
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The geometry dependent efficiency (SG) of the detector at a given 
energy is given by the relation, 
A^.o^ 
J (2.1) 
where, No is the disintegration rate of the gamma ray source at the time of 
experiment, Nao is the absolute disintegration rate of Eu gamma ray 
source at the time of manufacturing, i is the decay constant, / is the time 
interval between the date of manufacturing and observation, 0 is the 
absolute intensity of the particular gamma ray. 
152, Fig. 2.2: Characteristic gamma ray spectrum of Eu 
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By using the source-detector separation assembly as shown in Fig. 
2.3, the standard source and the irradiated targets were counted in the same 
geometry. Some typical geometry dependent efficiency curves as a 
function of gamma ray energies at different source-detector distances, 1, 2, 
4, 6, 8, 10 cm are shown in Fig. 2.4-2.5. A polynomial of degree five 
having the following form was found to give the best fit for these curves. 
8^=0^^!^ +a^E^ i-a^E^ +a^E^ +a^Ff +a^Ef (2. 2) 
where, the constants Go, Clj, <22< ^3. ^4 
and aj are determined by least square 
fit and depends on the source-detector distances and E is the energy of the 
characteristic gamma-rays. 
Fig. 2.3: Source-detector separation assembly. 
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Fig. 2.4: Geometry dependent efficiency curves for source-detector 
distance of 1, 2, 4 and 6 cm. 
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2.4 Identification of residues: 
As a result of irradiation of stack comprising of target foils, some 
activity will be induced in each foil. Characteristic y- rays will be emitted 
as the residues populated decays to the ground state. The activity induced 
is recorded using a pre-calibrated 100 cc HPGe detectors coupled to PC 
based data acquisition system. The y- rays are identified with the help of 
their characteristic y- rays of specific energies. But, there are some 
evaporation residues which have y- rays of similar energies, hence for 
confirmation, we will look for their decay modes and will try to follow the 
half lives. 
In the spectrum, which is obtained after recording, there are many 
photo peaks, each of which represents y- rays of different residues induced 
during irradiation. The sample activity is recorded at increasing times, for 
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about some days to account the precursor contributions also. After the 
identification, the cross-sections of each residue are calculated using the 
expression (2.8). 
2.5 Formulation: 
The rate of formation of a particular activation product is given by 
the relation, 
N = NJcj^ (2.3) 
where, No is the number of nuclei present in the target initially, ^ is the 
flux of the incident beam and a,, is the reaction cross-section for a 
particular channel. 
The disintegration rate of the induced activity in the target after a 
time t from the stop of irradiation is given by the relation, 
'dN] [}-Q^v{-^) 
dt ) exp(/l/) (2.4) 
where, // is the irradiation time, X is the decay constant of the residual 
nucleus, given by the relation. 
In 2 
i = T 
-' 1/2 
The factor l-exp(-/lf|) in the equation (2.4) is called the saturation 
correction. We also have to keep in mind that during irradiation radio 
active nuclei produced might decay. The number of radio active nuclei 
decays in a small interval of time dt is given by the relation, 
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If the activity induced in the irradiated target is recorded for a time ts 
after a time lapse of 2^, then the total number of nuclei decayed during the 
time t2 and ?2+^ i is obtained as, 
C ^ , ^ J l - e x p ( - / L 0 ] [ l - e x p ( - / L / 3 ) ] ^ .^5) 
Pi exp {A,t2^ 
If the activity induced in the target is recorded by a gamma 
spectrometer of efficiency {EG), then absolute counting rate C is related to 
obsen/ed counting rate A by the relation, 
C = (2.6) 
{Sc).e.K 
where, 9 is the branching ratio of the characteristic gamma ray, K is the 
self absorption correction factor for the gamma ray in the target, which is 
given by the relation, 
K = [\-QX^{-/ud)]/fid (2.7) 
where, /u is the gamma ray absorption coefficient for the sample and d is 
the thickness of the sample. Hence, the reaction cross-section cr^(£'), at a 
given beam energy E can be written as [4]: 
a,(£) = AJ^^mA (2.8) 
iV„fS(£J.ft/:[I - exp(-A(, )][1 - exp(-i(,)]] 
A self developed C^ program based on the above formulation has 
been used for the calculation of the measured reaction cross-section. If we 
have different gamma ray for a same reaction, then let Oi, 02, 03, 04 Op 
are the cross-section for each gamma rays and Aoi, A02, Aos, Aa4 
Aon are the corresponding errors in the cross-section, then we have to 
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consider the weighted average of the cross-sections which can be 
calculated from the relation, 
C7 = % - ^ (2.9) 
where, w, = 
Here we have the possibility of both the internal errors and the external 
errors, where the internal errors depend on the internal consistency and the 
external errors depends on the external consistency. They are determined 
with the help of following expressions, 
Internal error, /-^• = [X'^,J (2.10) 
External error, E.E. = ^ ' \ ' (2.11) 
w(w-l)2^w, 
It is to be noted that some of the radio active residues are produced 
directly and will give an independent cross-section, while some of them are 
produced by the decay of their higher charge precursor isobars through 
different processes in addition to their direct production and will give a 
cumulative cross-section. In such cases the decay analysis given by 
Cavinato et al. [5] has been used for separating precursor contribution. For 
the production of the daughter ' 5 ' in the sequence A -^ B, the cumulative 
cross-section, a^um is given by, 
(2.12) 
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where, FA is the precursor fraction which depends on the branching ratio, 
PA of the precursor decay to the residue B and is given by, 
J- B 
A A rp B _ rp A 
^ 1/2 '' 1/2 
Now the cumulative cross-section is obtained as. 
•^B 
'-'am ^ind ^^ A rpB _rpA ir>d (2.13) 
In case of two precursor isobars, A-^ B —>• C, relation takes the form. 
^C C I p hl2 B pp \ 1/2; A 
'-'aim "^ind ^^ B rpC _j.B ^M ^^ A^ B t c T"^ \iT'^ _T^ \ '"'^ 
hl2 ^1/2 Ui /2 ^1/2 Ul /2 ^1/2 
(2.14) 
The independent reaction cross-sections of each residue can be 
calcukited from the above equations. 
2.6 Experimental Errors: 
The following are the possible errors during the measurement of the 
reaction cross-section. 
1. The non-uniformity of the target leads to the uncertainty in the 
measurement of thickness, which leads to error in the calculation of 
number of target nuclei. This can be minimized by measuring the 
target thickness at different positions. The estimated error in number 
of target nuclei is 3%. 
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2. Inability in the accurate determination of geometry dependent 
efficiency of tlie detector may also leads to some errors in the cross-
section measurements. The estimated error in the efficiency is found 
to be 8-9 %. 
3. Though we had tried to keep the beam current constant, there may 
be small variation in it. Due to this factor, there will be variation in 
the incident flux calculation. The estimated error in the flux 
measurement is estimated to be 4%. 
4. The dead time of the recording instruments also introduces errors in 
the accurate measurement of cross-section. By adjusting the 
detector-target distances, the dead time is kept < 10%. 
5. There may be loss of the product nuclei recoiling out of the target. 
This also introduces error in the measurement of cross-section. This 
can be reduced by recording the target activity along with the 
catcher foils. 
6. There may also be errors associated with spectroscopic data like 
branching intensity and half-life of the product nuclei, taken from 
the Table of Isotopes [6]. 
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3.1 Measurements: 
This experiment was conducted in Inter-University Accelerator 
Centre (lUAC), New Delhi, India. The experiment was performed with a 
view to study the Complete and Incomplete fusion dynamics in the system 
' O + '^ ^Lu. The Coulomb barrier for this system comes out to be 76.4 
MeV. For our experiment the stacked foil activation technique is applied. 
Two stacks each having four self-supporting lutetium ('^ ^Lu) targets of 
thickness varying from 1.0 to 1.5 mg/cm interspersed with Al-catchers is 
irradiated. After each target foil, aluminium (Al) backing of thickness 
varymg from 1.5 to 2.0 mg/cm is used. This acts as catcher as well as 
energy degraders. The activities induced in the sample after irradiation 
were recorded with the help of 100 cm^ pre-calibrated, high resolution 
HPGe detector. To best of our knowledge no earlier measurements are 
reported in the literature for this system. A typical gamma-ray spectrum of 
'''^ Lu irradiated by 100 MeV '^0 beam is shown in Fig. 3.1. The half-life 
of each residue has been followed to ascertain their productions. As a 
representative case, the decay curves of residues Au, Ir, Ir and 
i78m-j.^  having half lives 10.7min, 10.5hrs, 55min and 2.45hrs respectively 
are shown in Fig. 3.2-3.3. To calculate the cross-section we made use of 
the following relation [1], 
a ( £ ) = AX^M^ 
where the symbols have their usual meaning, as already described in 
chapter 2. 
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In the present study, we have measured excitation function for ten 
evaporation residues: 
•'^ Lu ( '^ O, 5n ) '^ ^Au, '^ ^Lu ( '^0, p3n ) '^^t, '^ ^Lu ( '^O, p4n ) '^ ^Pt, 
'^ ^Lu ( "^ O, a ) ^'\ '^ ^Lu ( '^0, a3n ) '^ I^r, '^ ^Lu ( '^ O, a4n) '^ I^r, 
" 'LU ('^O, ap5n ) '^'Os, ''^Lu ("'0, 2an) '^ ^Re, ' ' 'LU ( '^O, 2a2n ) '^ ^Re, 
" 'LU (' 'O, 3an ) "''"Ta. 
The spectroscopic data like half-life, gamma-energy and absolute intensity 
for the measured evaporation residues are taken from the Ref [2, 3] and 
are listed in Table 3.1. 
The measured reactions and their excitation functions are briefly 
described as follows: 
1. Reaction Channel '^ 'Lu ('^ O, 5n) '^ ^Au; [Half-Life = 10.7 min]: 
The evaporation residue, '^ ''Au is expected to be produced by the 
emission of five neutrons from the compound nucleus '^'AU, which is 
formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with '^ ^Lu. As there is no precursor 
decay, the cross-section measured is the independent cross-section. 
The excitation functions at energies ranging from 98.8 to 87.2 MeV 
have been measured. Gamma-rays of 191.6 keV and 298.85 keV energies 
have been followed to measure the cross-sections. The measured cross-
sections at various energies are listed in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.1: Spectroscopic data of the measured residues. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Reaction 
'^^Lu('^0, 5n)'^^Au 
'^^Lu('^0,p3n)'^^Pt 
'^^Lu('^0,p4n)'^^Pt 
•^ L^u ("^0, a) '^ I^r 
'^^Lu('^0,a3n)'> 
'^^Lu('^0,a4n)'^^Ir 
" 'Lu("0,ap5n) '"0s 
' ' 'Lu("0,2an)" 'Re 
'^^Lu('^0,2a2n)'^'Re 
"'Lu(' '0,3an)' ' '" 'Ta 
Half-life 
10.7 min 
2.35 hrs 
2.0 hrs 
10.5 hrs 
3.0 hrs 
55 min 
1.8 hrs 
64 hrs 
20 hrs 
2.45 hrs 
y-ray energy 
(keV) 
191.6 
298.8 
106.6 
110.2 
201.8 
611.5 
689.2 
177.6 
401.0 
119.7 
263.9 
228.5 
236.7 
342.2 
238.7 
351.1 
360.7 
365.6 
213.4 
325.5 
426.4 
Absolute 
Intensity (%) 
62.0 
25.4 
8.8 
5.7 
6.5 
6.0 
70.0 
2.6 
3.9 
30.3 
67.5 
6.8 
1.6 
2.2 
44.0 
11.1 
20.0 
57.0 
81.1 
94.1 
97.1 
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Table 3.2: Measured cross-sections for the reaction 
^^ L^u (''^ O, 5n) '''An 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ± 0.9 
Cross-section (mb) 
467.0 ± 36.4 
421.4 ±26.4 
234.6 ±16.9 
124.7 ±21.2 
2. Reaction Channel ^^ 'Lu ("^ O, p3n)'^ ^Pt; [Half-Life = 2.35 hrs]: 
The evaporation residue, Pt is expected to be produced by the 
emission of one proton and three neutrons from the compound nucleus 
'^'AU, which is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with '^ ^Lu. In 
addition to the direct production, the residue can also be populated by the 
decay from the higher charge precursor isobar Au. Hence, cumulative 
cross-section has been obtained, which includes contribution from the 
direct production as well as from the precursor decay. Thus, the 
independent cross-section has been calculated using the following 
expression obtained from expression (2.13) based on Cavinato et al. 
formulation [4]: 
ind 
187 PtUcj. 
cum 
187: Pt\-\Ma. ind 
187 Au .(3.2) 
The excitation functions at six energies ranging from 98.8 MeV to 
79 MeV have been measured. Gamma-rays of 106.57 keV, 110.18 keV and 
201.77 keV energies have been followed. The measured cumulative cross-
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sections and the corresponding independent cross-sections at various 
energies are listed in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
'''LU ('^O, p3n) '^>t 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ±0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
79.0 ±0.9 
Cross-section (mb) 
Cumulative 
168.5 ±4.9 
298.8 ±6.1 
418.4 ±13.0 
433.4 ±11.2 
295.9 ±16.3 
152.8 ±3.5 
Independent 
14.8 ±0.4 
21.8±0.5 
22.0 ±0.7 
21.6±0.6 
10.9 ±0.6 
4.3 ± 0.1 
3. Reaction Channel '^ 'Lu ('^ O, p4n) '^ P^t; [Half-Life = 2.0 hrs]: 
The evaporation residue, Pt is expected to be produced by the 
emission of one proton and four neutrons from the compound nucleus 
'^'AU, which is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with '''^ Lu. In 
addition to the direct production, the residue can also be populated by the 
decay from the higher charge precursor isobar Au. Hence, we obtained a 
cumulative cross-section, which includes contribution from the direct 
production as well as from the precursor decay. Thus, the independent 
cross-section has been evaluated using the expression (2.13) based on 
Cavinato et al formulation [4] 
T86o.\_„ ilUnA 1 an , n86 
cr ind [^^^PtY<y,^m{^^ht]-\.()9a.^^[^^^Au] (3.3) 
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The excitation functions for five energies ranging from 98.8 to 82.2 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-rays of 611.5 keV and 689.2 keV 
energies have been followed. The measured cumulative cross-sections and 
the corresponding independent cross-sections at various energies are listed 
in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
''^ Lu ('^ O, p4n) '''^ Pt 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ±0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
Cross-section (mb) 
Cumulative 
612.5 ±20.8 
456.9 ±16.8 
215.7± 15.5 
77.9 ±2.5 
2.7 ±0.9 
Independent 
65.5 ±2.2 
46.9 ± 1.9 
16.9± 1.2 
6.2 ± 0.2 
1.0 ±0.3 
4. Reaction Channel '^^ Lu (^ O^, a) '^ I^r; [Half-Life = 10.5 hrs]: 
187T The evaporation residue, Ir, is expected to be produced by the 
emission of one alpha particle from the compound nucleus '^ *Au, which is 
formed by the complete fusion of '^0 with '^ ^Lu. This residue is also 
expected to be populated by the incomplete fusion of '^O, i.e., fusion of the 
fragment '^ C of '^ O (after breaking into ^He and '^ C) with '"LU. In 
addition to the direct production, the residue can also be populated by the 
decay from the higher charge precursor isobars '^''AU and '^ ^Pt. Hence, we 
obtained cumulative cross-section, which includes contribution from the 
direct production as well as from the precursor decay. The independent 
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cross-section for the two precursor isobars decay is calculated using the 
expression (2.14) based on Cavinato et al. formulation [4]. 
a ind 
187 IrUa 
cum 
187 /r -1.288cr. , 
ind 
187 Pr -1.3c7 ind 
187 Au\ 
• (3.4) 
The excitation functions at seven energies ranging from 98.8 to 74.8 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-rays of 177.6 keV and 401 keV 
energies have been followed to study this reaction. The measured 
cumulative cross-sections and the corresponding evaluated independent 
cross-sections at various energies are listed in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5; Measured cross-section for the reaction 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
^''LU C '^O, 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ±0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
79.0 ± 0.9 
74.8 ±1.1 
a) ''hr 
Cross-section (mb) 
Cumulative 
538.2 ±23.0 
675.6 ±23.7 
824.9 ±38.1 
814.6 ±22.5 
603.3 ± 25.7 
374.2 ± 19.2 
155.2 ±15.6 
Independent 
330.6 ± 14.1 
308.0 ±10.8 
310.4±14.3 
281.9 ±7.7 
239.7 ±10.2 
186.6 ±9.6 
152.6 ±15.3 
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5. Reaction Channel '^ L^u ("^ O, a3n) '^ I^r; [Half-Life = 3.0 hrs]: 
The evaporation residue, '^ ''ir is expected to be produced by the 
emission of one alpha particle and three neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '^'AU, which is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with '''^ Lu. 
This residue is also expected to be populated by the incomplete fusion of 
"^ O, i.e., fusion of the fragment '^ C of'^O (after breaking into ^He and '^ C) 
wr th '^'Lu, followed by emission of three neutrons. As there is no 
precursor decay contribution, the measured cross-section is independent 
cross-section. 
The excitation functions at seven energies ranging from 98.8 to 74.8 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-rays of 119.7 keV and 263.95 keV 
energies have been followed to study this reaction. The measured cross-
sections at various energies are listed in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
'^ L^u ('^ O, a3n) '«^ Ir 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ±0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
79.0 ±0.9 
74.8 ±1.1 
Cross-section (mb) 
22.7 ±1.1 
26.2 ± 2.4 
24.2 ±1.5 
18.5 ±0.9 
12.5 ±0.3 
2.7 ±0.2 
2.1 ±0.2 
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6. Reaction Channel '^ '^ Lu ('^ O, a4n) '^ I^r; [Half-Life = 55 min]: 
1 S^ 
The evaporation residue, Ir is expected to be produced by the 
emission of one alpha particle and four neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '^'AU, formed by the complete fusion of "'O with '''^ Lu. This 
residue is also expected to be populated by the incomplete fusion of 0, 
i.e., fusion of the fragment '^ C of '^ O (after breaking into ''He and '^ C) 
with '^ ^Lu, followed by emission of four neutrons. As no precursor decay 
contribution has been obtained, the measured cross-section is the 
independent one. 
The excitation functions at four energies ranging from 98.8 to 87.2 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-ray of 228.5 keV energy has been 
followed to study this reaction. The measured cross-sections at various 
energies are listed in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
'^^u (^ '^ O, a4n) '«^ Ir 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8 ±1.1 
95.0 ± 0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ± 0.9 
Cross-section (mb) 
144.6 ±13.0 
65.1 ±5.4 
14.6±1.8 
6.7 ±0.9 
7. Reaction Channel ^^ L^u ('^ O, ap5n) '^ 'Os; [Half-Life = L8 hrs]: 
The evaporation residue, '^'Os is expected to be produced by the 
emission of one alpha particle, one proton and five neutrons from the 
compound nucleus '^'AU, which is formed by the complete fiision of '^0 
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with '^'Lu. This residue is also expected to be populated by the incomplete 
fusion of '^O, i.e., fusion of the fragment '^ C of '^ O (after breaking into 
''He and '^ C) with '^ ^Lu, followed by emission of one proton and five 
neutrons. Since, no precursor decay contribution has been obtained; the 
measured cross-section is the independent one. 
The excitation functions at eight energies ranging from 98.8 to 72 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-ray of 238.7 keV energy has been 
followed to study this reaction. The measured cross-sections at various 
energies are listed in Table 3.8. 
Table 3.8: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
"'LU ('^0, ap5n) '^ 'Os 
Lab. Energy (MeV) Cross-section (mb) 
98.8 ±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7±1.1 
87.2 ± 0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
79.0 ±0.9 
74.8 ±1.1 
72.0 ± 0.8 
10.6 ±1.7 
13.0 ±0.5 
12.4 ±0.6 
10.6 ±0.9 
10.0 ±0.5 
8.6 ±0.8 
6.1 ±0.8 
6.9 ± 0.8 
175i 8. Reaction Channel' "Lu (160, 2an) ^^ R^e; [Half-Life = 64 hrs]: 
The evaporation residue, '^ ^Re is expected to be produced by the 
emission of two alpha particles and one neutron from the compound 
19! i75i nucleus Au, which is formed by the complete fusion of 0 with Lu 
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This residue is also expected to be populated by the incomplete fusion of 
'^O, i.e., fusion of the fragment ^Be of "'O (after breaking into ^Be and 
^Be) with '^ ^Lu. In addition to the direct production, the residue can also be 
populated by the decay from the produced higher charge precursor isobars 
Ir and Os. Hence, cumulative cross-section has been obtamed, which 
includes contribution from the direct production as well as from the 
precursor decay. As such the independent cross-section has been evaluated 
using the expression (2.14). 
(3.5) 
The excitation functions at eight energies ranging from 98.8 to 72 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-ray of 351.1 keV energy has been 
followed to study this reaction. The measured cumulative cross-sections 
and the corresponding independent cross-sections at various energies are 
listed in Table 3.9. 
9. Reaction Channel ^^ '^ Lu C^ O^, 2a2n)'^ ^Re; [Half-Life = 20 hrs]: 
The evaporation residue, '^'Re is expected to be produced by the 
emission of two alpha particles and two neutrons from the compound 
nucleus '^ ^Au, which is formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with '''^ Lu. 
This residue is also expected to be populated by the incomplete fusion of 
'^0, i.e., fusion of the fragment ^Be of '^ O (after breaking into ^Be and 
Be) with Lu. In addition to the direct production, the residue can also be 
populated by the decay from the higher charge precursor isobar '^'Os. 
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Table 3.9: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
'^ L^u (160, 2an) '^ R^e 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7±1.1 
87.2 ± 0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
79.0 ±0.9 
74.8 ±1.1 
72.0 ±0.8 
Cross-section (mb) 
Cumulative 
251.5 ± 15.6 
195.3 ± 10.7 
156.6 ±10.0 
150.3 ±6.1 
137.5 ±12.0 
131.1±5.9 
80.5 ±6.1 
74.0 ±3.6 
Independent 
249.2 ± 15.4 
194.7 ± 10.6 
156.3 ±9.9 
150.3 ±6.1 
137.5 ± 12.0 
131.1±5.9 
80.5 ±6.1 
74.0 ±3.6 
Hence, cumulative cross-section has been obtained which includes 
contribution from the direct production as well as from the precursor 
decay. The independent cross-section has been evaluated using the 
expression (2.13) based on Ref [4], 
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ind Re =0-. cum 
181 Re]-1.09a.^^ (1810. (3.6) 
The excitation functions at five energies ranging from 98.8 to 82.2 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-rays of 360.5 keV and 365.6 keV 
energies have been followed to study this reaction. The measured 
cumulative cross-section and the corresponding independent cross-section 
(evaluated) at various energies are listed in Table 3.10. 
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Table 3.10: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
'^ L^u (^ O^, lain) '^ 'Re 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7 ±1.1 
87.2 ± 0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
Cross-section (mb) 
Cumulative 
66.9 ±3.1 
53.4 ±5.5 
35.3 ±1.6 
20.9 ±2.8 
17.2 ±1.8 
Independent 
55.3 ±2.5 
39.2 ±4.0 
21.8± 1.0 
9.3 ±1.2 
6.3 ±0.6 
10. Reaction Channel '^ L^u (^ O^, 3an) *^ '^"Ta; [Half-Life = 2.45 hrs]: 
178mn The evaporation residue, Ta is expected to be produced by the 
emission of three alpha particles and one neutron from the compound 
nucleus '^ ^Au, formed by the complete fusion of '^ O with '^ ^Lu. This 
residue is also expected to be populated by the incomplete fusion of O, 
i.e., fusion of the fragment ''He of '^0 (in its break-up into ''He and '^ C) 
with '^ ^Lu, followed by emission of one neutron. Since no precursor decay 
contribution has been observed, the measured cross-section is the 
independent one. 
The excitation functions at seven energies ranging from 98.8 to 74.8 
MeV have been measured. Gamma-rays of 213.4 keV, 325.5 keV and 
426.35 keV energies have been followed to study this reaction. The 
measured cross-sections at various energies are listed in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11: Measured cross-section for the reaction 
'^ L^u (^ O^, 3an) ''^ ""Ta 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Lab. Energy (MeV) 
98.8±1.1 
95.0 ±0.9 
90.7±1.1 
87.2 ±0.9 
82.2 ±1.2 
79.0 ±0.9 
74.8 ±1.1 
Cross-section (mb) 
12.7 ±0.3 
10.9 ±0.3 
9.9 ±0.3 
8.8 ±0.5 
7.6 ±0.3 
6.2 ± 0.2 
3.6 ±0.1 
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Chapter 4 
ST A TISTICAL MODEL 
COMPUTER CODE:PACE2 
COMPUTER CODE; PACE 2 
When a nucleus is bombarded with a projectile; a large number of 
different excited configurations are possible from the compound system. 
The density of quantum mechanical states increases rapidly with the 
excitation energy and soon become very large. Since a separate study of 
each state is very difficult, statistical model plays a major role. It has been 
generally assumed that most of the decay properties of the excited nuclei 
produced in heavy ion reaction may be described by statistical model 
calculations. 
The statistical model Code PACE 2 developed by Gavron [1] is the 
modified version of the code JULIAN [2] which follows the correct 
procedure for the angular momentum coupling at each stage of de-
excitation. PACE 2 calculates input fusion cross-section using the method 
of Bass [3]. It uses Monte-Carlo simulation technique for de-excitation of 
compound nucleus. The evaporation residue is determined by two 
parameters, (i) The ration of level densities at the saddle point and at the 
ground state, (ii) The height of the fission barrier which depends on the 
total spin. 
The partial cross-section for compound nucleus formation at angular 
momentum / is given by the relation, 
a-, =;z*^(2/ + l)7; 
where, TJT is the reduced wave length and Ti is taken to be 
T,- 1 + exp 
(l-L 
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where, A is the diffuseness parameter and l^ax is determined from the total 
fusion cross-section. 
The transmission coefficient for light particle emission («, p, a) were 
determined using optical model potential of Refs. [4] and [5]. In order to 
adapt to the problem under consideration and to shorten the running time, 
some modifications were made; 
1. Transmission coefficients for light particles (n, p, a) evaporation are 
obtained during first step of de-excitation by a full optical model 
calculation. In subsequent stages of de-excitation, the coefficients 
are obtained by extrapolating from the initial ones. 
2. A fission decay mode was added using a rotating liquid fission 
barrier routine [6]. 
3. Angular momentum projections are calculated at each stage of de-
excitation which enables the determination of the angular 
distribution of the emitted particles. 
4. A trace-back feature has been included enabling determination of the 
decay chains and region of E-J plane leading to specific nuclei. 
Moreover, a dispersion of the initial excitation energy is introduced 
to account for target thickness effect. The level density p{E,J) used in the 
calculation is given by, 
where U=E-P, P is the pairing energy. Erot is obtained using Ref [6], 
PQ{U) is taken from the Gilbert and Cameron formalism [7]. 
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It is to be noted that PACE 2 gives only statistical equilibrium 
calculations after equilibration and do not take in to account the pre-
equilibrium emission or incomplete fusion calculation. But the advantage 
of this code is that it gives the angular distribution of emitted particles or 
residues in the laboratory system. Most of the nuclear parameters like level 
densities, Q-values, fusion cross-section, optical model parameters and 
gamma ray strength functions are inbuilt. In this code masses are read from 
the Wapstra's Atomic Mass Table [8] and if the table does not contain 
mass, then rotating liquid drop mass due to Lysekil is substituted. Thus 
information about the emitted particles is already stored with in the code. 
This allows calculating the laboratory energy and angular distributions of 
the emitted particles or residual nuclei for each final nucleus produced. 
The code PACE 2 is further modified to take into account the 
excitation energy dependence of level density parameter using the 
prescription of Kataria, Ramamurthy and Kapoor (KRK) [9]. Beyond all 
these description, it is to be noted that PACE 2 evaluates Complete Fusion 
contribution based on statistical theory and does not take into account 
Incomplete Fusion contribution. 
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Chapter 5 
RESULTS 
& 
DISCUSSIONS 
5.1 Results: 
By using the stacked foil activation technique, we have measured the 
EFs for the following reaction channels: 
'^ ^Lu ( '^O, 5n) '^ ^Au, '^ \u ( '^O, p3n) ' ^ X "^Lu ( '^ O, p4n ) '«^Pt, 
•"Lu ('^O, a ) '^'Ir, ^^ L^u ('^O, a3n ) ' ' \ ''\u ( '^O, a4n) '^ I^r, 
•'^ Lu ('^0, ap5n ) '^'Os, '^ ^Lu ('^0, 2an) '^ ^Re, '^ ^Lu ( '^O, 2a2n) '^ ^Re, 
' ' 'Lu( ' '0 ,3an) ' ' ' " 'Ta. 
In case of precursor decay, we have made use of the standard 
Cavinato et al formulation [1] to calculate the independent cross-section 
of the identified residues. The measured EFs are then compared with 
theoretical predictions of statistical model code PACE 2 [2] which uses the 
Monte-Carlo simulation procedure for the de-excitation of compound 
nucleus and are shown in Fig. 5.1 - 5.6. The whole discussion is based on 
the assumption that FACE 2 calculations give only CF contribution and 
does not take into account the ICF contribution. So any enhancement in the 
measured cross-section from theoretical prediction may be due to ICF 
reaction process in addition to CF process. 
5.2 Analysis of Excitation Functions (EFs) with PACE 2: 
Measured EFs are analyzed using the computer code PACE 2, which 
is based on statistical model, as discussed in chapter 4. The level density 
parameter, 'a' is varied to have a best polynomial fit with measured EFs, 
which are expected to be populated via complete fusion (CF) process. 
Level density parameter is calculated using the formula, ^=AIK MeV', 
where A is the mass number of composite system and K is the level density 
parameter constant which can be varied in the input of the program. It has 
been found that A' = 10 gives the best fit to reproduce the measured EFs 
associated with residues produced in CF and are displayed in Figs. 5.1-5.2. 
The same value of ^ has been used for comparison of all other measured 
EFs which are expected to be produced via CF and /or ICF process for the 
system '^ O + ''''Lu and are displayed in Figs. 5.3 - 5.6. 
5.3 Discussions: 
We have analyzed the measured EFs of ten evaporation residues 
which are already mentioned in the previous section and are displayed in 
Figs. 5.1-5.7. 
For the residues '^ ^Au (5n), '^ ^Pt (p3n) and '^ ^Pt (p4n) we expect that 
these can only be populated by CF reaction mechanism. From the Figs. 
5.1-5.2(a) it is observed that the measured EFs are reproduced 
satisfactorily with PACE 2 values. Hence, we can conclude that the 
residues, Au, Pt and Pt are populated by CF process as expected. 
For the residues '^ I^r (a4n) and '^ ''ir (a3n), we expect that they can 
be populated either by CF and/or ICF processes. From the Fig. 5.2(b) for 
the residue Ir, we observe that there is an enhancement in the measured 
values at higher energies. Thus the residue Ir is expected to be populated 
by both CF and ICF processes. From the Fig. 5.3, for the residue '^''ir, it 
can be noticed that for the measured values are satisfactorily reproduced by 
the, PACE 2 values, hence we may conclude that the residue '^ ''ir is 
expected to be populated by CF process. 
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187 181 82 T For the residues "'Ir (a), "^ 'Os (ap5n), "'Re (2an), '"Re (2a2n), and 
I78m-Ta (3an) we expect that these residues may be populated either by CF 
and/or ICF processes. From the Figs. 5.4-5.6, it is observed that the PACE 
2 values are either very small or negligible. Thus, we can conclude that the 
residues '^ I^r, '^'Os, '^'Re, '^ ^Re and '^ "^'Ta are populated by ICF process 
only. Our present finding is also supported by recoil range distribution 
(R.RD) measurements, reported elsewhere. 
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The experimentally measured contribution of all incomplete fusion 
channel (I^CJJCF) and the sum of all complete fusion channels [I^CTCF) 
obtained from PACE 2 calculations, along with total fusion cross-section 
{ZCTTF = ZcTcF + I^O-JCF) are plotted against projectile energy as shown in 
Fig. 5,7. The percentage incomplete fusion fraction (FJCF) for the present 
system is evaluated as, 
F, So-, ICF JCF' la 
xlOO 
TF 
From the Fig. 5.7, it has been noticed that ICF contribution increases 
in general with increase in the projectile energy and supports the previous 
findings [3-5]. More over, it has also been observed that the incomplete 
fusion fraction (FJCF) remains more or less constant with projectile energy 
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as shown in Fig. 5.8, which is against the normal trend observed in other 
systems [3-5], where as ICF fraction increases with projectile energy. The 
reason is yet to be explored. However, similar trend has also been observed 
by Babu et al. for the system '^ C+ '^'la [6]. 
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Fig. 5.7: Sum of complete fusion cross-section (EtJcF) and sum of 
incomplete fusion cross-section (ZfTicF) along with total fusion cross-
section {(TTF) at different projectile energies for the system. 
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Fig. 5.8: Percentage ICF fraction as a function of projectile energy. 
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